MUFFLER GUARD HEAT SHIELD

A new engine muffler shield has been developed to replace the existing Honda muffler shield. The new shield is better secured reducing the possibility of loose hardware.

MQ Part # 802755

NOTE: Hardware is not included

Production change Serial Number - 130201  Production change Date - 2/2013

Installing requires drilling (1) new hole for mounting and bolting up to existing holes on the side panel.

Hardware needed to mount muffler heat shield

(3) – Bolts 5/16” NC* X 3/4” G5
(3) – Nuts 5/16” NC* NYLON G8
(6) – Washers 3/8”

* NC = National Course

Image: Muffler shield mounted

Location of new bolts to secure muffler heat shield to side panel
NEW HOLE LOCATION

Drill new hole

.62" (16 mm)

.37" (9.2 mm)

2.36" (60 mm)

3.52" (89.5 mm)